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Profile
I’m 24 years, living in a small city. I work in IT for the last 8 years. I'm quiet person which is
calm all the time. Traveling is my hobby and I'm open to trying new things every day. I'm
passionate about exploring new technologies and always trying to find a better way to
solve a problem. I like seeing a bigger picture not just solving one task after another.
Usually, I think over the task and discussing it till it makes sense.

Experience
FRONTEND DEVELOPER, QUICHESOFT — 2019-PRESENT

I was developing an internal platform. The app is Electron based. We have used React +
Typescript and Apollo for communication with graphql backend. I was lead on this project
and my responsibility was to design project structure, code style, decide which libs we will
use and how to solve each problem. I was doing a pretty detailed code review for my
colleagues to show them the right direction.
FRONTEND DEVELOPER, RTSMUNITY — 2017-2019

I started as frontend developer. I worked on trading platforms build on Electron in React.
Than I moved also to backend / node.js. I develop scrapers (on Nightmare), dockered
microservices, APIs (REST, GQL) on node.js and typescript, lambda functions… I used AWS
cloud and Atlasian products (Jira, Bitbucket,…). I worked in small agile team and in mob
team for a while.
FRONTEND DEVELOPER, BPROMOTION — 2015-2018

External work as frontend coder / backend developer. I code websites from PSD and
Sketch (via Invision Inspect). I developed own CMS for microsites and build social network
for weight loss.
CODER, PIXELMATE — 2015-2016

I started as external worker than I join company on full-time. I was working on microsites,
platform for travelers, online site builder.
CODER, RENCY — 2015

Externally developing microsites from PSD (frontend and backend).
OWN PROJECTS — 2012-2015

I started coding in 2012. Same year I founded digital agency T-Gate with my friends. We
delivered a few websites for companies in out neighborhood.

Education
Business Academy, Kostelec and Orlicí — Maturita, 2015
Applied Informatics UHK, Hradec Králové — Interrupted, 2016

Skills
Node.js, Typescript, ES6, PHP, HTML5, CSS3, LESS, SASS

Technologies
React, Redux, Apollo, AWS, Next.js, Nightmare, Docker, Mocha, Electron, Express,
Webpack, Knex, Bluebird, Standard, …

Languages
Czech — native speaker
English — C1

